Rashmi Kumari, MMU Mullana alumna, on her journey with the institute that led her to a
placement with a top brand like Nestle.
Rashmi was an academically inclined student and knew that she had to get herself ready with a
competitive edge. She chose to do her B. Tech, Biotech from MMU Mullana “I knew it was
going to be the place where I will be groomed as a professional. I was right. Today I have a
degree from the Institution of International repute to bank on and a job offer from MNC Nestle,
India.
Rashmi reveals that her journey with MMU Mullana was filled with hope and positivity. She
believed in her talent, and so did her faculty members, that encouraged her to put her best step
forward during every stage of her journey with the institute. “My time at MMU Mullana was
filled with immense learning”. Outlining role of the Institute’s faculty in student’s development,
she says, “The faculty at MMU supported me and I was offered numerous avenues to showcase
my skills and talent that boosted my confidence,”
It was the training at MMU, with Student’s internship program at AKUMS, which made her
industry ready and go through the placement process for Nestle with verve of confidence. MMU
groomed her, taking all the care, ensuring she knew what the company will be looking for, in
her, as a potential candidate for employment.
Rashmi is thrilled to begin her career with the famous International brand Nestle, as a Nutrition
Officer Trainee. “I want to make sure that I prove to be an asset to the company ”
For Rashmi, MMU Mullana has been the foundation that’s helping her reach her career goals.
She is filled with gratitude towards the institute that gave her memories to cherish. “I will always
miss my teachers, friends and the warm family environment here. I have been shaped as an
individual on this campus and I take my experiences here into my professional life. I believe that
if you are confident you can achieve anything,” she concludes on a positive note.

